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DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
November 1, 2016

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
Fuel-Fired Unit Heaters, 23 55 33

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
May 1, 2010

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Fuel-Fired Unit Heaters, 23 55 33

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. 1.2 – Added specification sections to related work
2. 1.3 – Altered Quality Assurance.
3. 1.5 – Verified and/or corrected dates for Applicable Publications
4. Throughout Section – arranged English or IP units and Metric or SI units to be presented in the same sequence for all sections.
5. 2.1.D.1 – Added powder coated option to external casing finishes
6. 2.1.D.2.a – Added seismic requirements for support fabrication.
7. 2.1.H.1 – Added option for single or two stage gas control valve.
8. 2.1.H.4 – Added differential pressure switch option to verify vent flow.
10. Part 3 - Added Commissioning.